Resources to help your church or ministry become more Jesus centered and less bounded or fuzzy.

**Centered-Set Church: Discipleship and Community Without Judgmentalism**, IVP, 2021

The book provides in-depth descriptions of bounded, fuzzy, and centered churches, a biblical foundation for the centered approach, and two-thirds of the book focuses on how to live out the centered approach.

“An immensely practical book brimming with eloquent theology” - Debbie Blue

“With each story, he draws us in to another way of being the people of Jesus in the world.” - David Fitch

“Completely revolutionized my vision of Christian formation within the local church” - Kurt Willems

For more information go to [Centeredsetchurch.com](https://centeredsetchurch.com)

**Introducing Centered-Set Church - Video Series & Discussion Guide**

Watch two-minute trailer

These five, fifteen-minute, videos present the basics of bounded, fuzzy, and centered sets similar to the content of the first three chapters of Centered-Set Church. The videos engage viewers through stories, diagrams, and examples. Discussion questions lead participants to imagine possibilities of how God might use this approach in their lives and community. This resource is designed to inform, excite, and inspire others to turn from bounded or fuzzy approaches and together center on Jesus.

Available beginning the first week of March. For further information or to sign-up to receive an e-mail announcement when they are released go to [https://www.centeredsetchurch.com/video-series](https://www.centeredsetchurch.com/video-series)

**Freedom from Religiosity: Studies in Paul’s Letter to the Galatians**

By Mark D. Baker, forthcoming in 2022

This commentary on Galatians uses the concept of bounded, fuzzy, and centered churches as a lens for interpreting Galatians. This approach leads to new insights and applications. The book provides a biblical basis for a centered approach and highlights numerous insights from Paul on practicing a centered approach.

The commentary is based on thorough research of Pauline scholarship but is accessibly written for the lay reader. Its short chapters, reflection questions, and prompts for discussion make it great for use with groups.

[Sign Up for a Release Announcement](https://www.centeredsetchurch.com/video-series)